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 #Hack the Sky: Future of Autonomy Workshop
  by Parker Staples
#HACKtheSKY, an innovative experiment in autonomy and cyber security took place 
at the Galvanize Innovation Hub in San Francisco the last week of June. Participants sought 
to address several design, security, and user experience challenges in autonomous drone 
systems. In addition to the technical knowledge achieved through #HACKtheSKY, the 
event also succeeded in building relationships among professionals from academia, indus-
try, the open source community, and the government.
Diverse teams yield diverse results, and #HACKtheSKY assembled a group of people, 
differing in profession, age, and experience level to build creative, dynamic groups that 
addressed pressing needs in American cyber security.  Over 70 organizations signed up 
for a seat at the event, many of which had never worked with the government before, but 
#HACKtheSKY generated a great deal of excitement for continued partnership.
In a rapidly evolving digital landscape, it is important to adopt development speed as an 
organizing principle.  #HACKtheSKY proved that we as a nation are capable of designing 
and delivering software faster, and we can do it at a reduced cost using new collaborative 
approaches. While the archetypal image of the Navy is an aircraft carrier atop the ocean, in 
an increasingly digital world, the Navy operates more like a software company. In order to 
increase the efficacy of ships, planes and submarines, we must first have modern and inno-
vative software. To ensure future success, we must do two things. First, we must understand 
our data rights, protections, and streams. Secondly, we need to begin producing unique 
software that keeps the Navy up-to-date with the rest of the world. Solid role models for 
this endeavor are scarce, but #HACKtheSKY  provided a variety of ways we might begin 
this cyber evolution. Thanks to #HACKtheSKY, the Navy was able to walk away with inte-
gral information from 
the Bay area hacker 
community, which it will 
put to use in improving 
its drone swarming ca-
pabilities. Furthermore, 
the solutions developed 
for robot operating sys-
tems could potentially 
advance the security of 
open-source robots.
    
After the smashing suc-
cess of #HACKtheSKY, 
the US Navy has a first 
model for new develop-
ment techniques that could prove decisive in future conflict.
The #HACKtheSky panel of judges (Dr. Ray Buettner, CRUSER Director, 
Dr. Janine Davidson, Undersecretary of the Navy, CDR Zac Staples, USN, 
Assoc. Chair ECE NPS, and Dr. Maura Sullivan, Chief of Strategy and In-
novation, USN) listen to the final briefs.
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ARSENL’s Swarm UAV Success Highlights the 2016 NATO Swarm Technical Meeting
By CDR Katy Giles, USN, NPS Systems Engineering PhD Student, kbgiles@nps.edu
In June, the NATO Science and Technology Organization hosted the Sensors and Electronics Technology Special-
ists’ Meeting (SET-222) at the Center for Defense Higher Studies in Rome, Italy.  The purpose of the meeting was to 
promote the exchange of state-of-the-art technical knowledge among a group of experts on a significant scientific 
topic to enhance NATO military capabilities. The theme for this year’s meeting was “Swarm Centric Solutions for 
Intelligent Sensor Networks.”
More than 50 specialists from 11 NATO countries attended to hear the three keynote speakers and 16 supporting 
swarm system related papers.  The papers covered a spectrum of topics: system architectures and methodologies, 
enabling technologies and algorithms, sensing and signal processing, cooperation and coordination, and operations 
Consortium for Robotics and Unmanned Systems Education and Research
 
     Director’s Corner by Lyla Englehorn, CRUSER Assoc. Director
It’s been a busy couple of months for CRUSER. In April we had our sixth annual “Robots in the Roses” re-
search Fair. TechExpo in May opened up campus labs to participants from the International Mine Warfare 
Symposium, as well as the greater NPS campus community. CRUSER was a key partner in the “Hack the 
Sky” event in San Francisco in June, where 220 attendees participated in three concurrent activities over the 
course of two and a half days. Finally, CRUSER TechCon 2016 in July provided an opportunity for research-
ers to share their work with the wider CRUSER community – both work completed along prior Innovation 
Threads, as well as work proposed as part of our current Innovation Thread. Finally, this month brings us to 
our “Call for Participants” for our annual concept generation event to start our newest Innovation Thread 
“Developing Autonomy to Strengthen Naval Power. The Warfare Innovation Continuum (WIC) workshop 
is scheduled for 19-22 September and we are looking forward to a productive and innovative session.
and applications.  Dr. Alfonso Farina kicked off the 
meeting with an insightful presentation on swarm-
ing technology, which touched on its biologically in-
spired roots, complexity theory, network information 
theory, and foundational swarm algorithms. Improved 
ways to support mobile swarm system communica-
tion with wireless low-power and lossy networks and 
information-centric networking (as opposed to the in-
ternet host-centric standard) were topics of follow-on 
speakers. Common presentation topics were scenarios 
where the inclusion of swarm systems could improve 
operational capabilities. Diverse capabilities were con-
sidered like maritime shipping intelligence gathering, 
ice flow surveillance, and wilderness protection. Two 
authors discussed the need to consider new perfor-
mance assessment approaches that address the decen-
tralized aspect of swarm system functions.  A highlight 
of the meeting was keynote speaker Dr. Tim Chung’s 
(former NPS professor and CRUSER Deputy Director, 
now with DARPA) presentation describing ARSENL’s 
significant advances in live-fly field experimentation 
of 50 fixed-wing UAVs. The ARSENL team’s autono-
mous launch, flight, and landing of a 50-UAV swarm 
in August 2015 set a world record and raised the bar 
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for swarm robotics applied research.  As a presenter for the system architectures and methodologies session, I pre-
sented my dissertation research on developing a framework for integrating doctrine and technology into swarm 
UAV architectures, and received helpful feedback and suggestions from several professors. 
The exchange of ideas ad-
vanced swarm technology 
by integrating a broad range 
of technical challenges.  The 
characteristics of swarm are 
finding applications not just 
to swarm robotics, but to 
other systems like distrib-
uted sensors and networks. 
Moving forward, the nations 
established an “Exploratory 
Team on Swarm Centric Sys-
tems” envisioned to continue 
the work of this specialists’ 
meeting.
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Southern California Commercial UAV Company Teams Up with a Radiation Detection Company to Create 
a Life Saving UAV
Jeri Donaldson, FlyCam UAV, LLC.; (818) 678-9151; info@flycamuav.com
CHATSWORTH, Calif. — You may have seen FlyCam UAV’s aerial production work, but the UAV company 
that’s known for its stunning cinematography recently partnered with US Nuclear Corp to create a new device 
that’s right out of the movies — and can save real lives.
FlyCam UAV launched the Cypher 6, a commercial-grade hexacopter, and The NEO, an all-weather commercial 
co-axial octocopter. The platforms are designed for use with US Nuclear Corp’s DroneRad aerial radiation detec-
tion system. DroneRad detects particles that contain alpha, beta, gamma and neutron radiation. A gas collec-
tion option tests for the presence of chlorine, biological particulates, and aerosols such as anthrax and nerve gas, 
making the FlyCam UAV/US Nuclear Corp UAV suitable for radiological, chemical and biological detection mis-
sions. Future upgrades to the DroneSensor package will detect methane and diesel fumes.
The UAVs can be used to detect radiation leaks in nuclear power plants or flown into plumes of smoke from a 
burning building to give first responders immediate data about what kinds of hazards might be present. It can 
also be used for to monitor public events, sea ports or geographic areas to detect possible dirty radiological 
bombs or the use of chemical and biological agents. 
The DroneRad with the Cypher 6 and NEO UAV configurations acquires and relays data to the operator in real-
time. The data can be tagged with GPS coordinates and stored on-board for post-flight download and viewing, 
or it can transmit data to a base station wirelessly for live monitoring. The data consists of a series of measure-
ments of radioactive intensity tagged with GPS data for color coded display on a map. The data can be displayed 
as a full gamma spectrum, allowing the identification of radioactive isotopes. 
“Sensors mounted on UAVs is the perfect marriage of two technologies that will be a game changer for a variety 
of different industries,” Jeri Donaldson, CEO and owner of FlyCam UAV, said. “In addition, the need for security 
is at an all-time high and our technology can remove the human element from a potentially dangerous situa-
tion. The practical and potential applications of the Cypher 6 and Neo with US Nuclear Corp.’s DroneRad sensor 
package are enormous and we have yet to see all of the use cases of the devices.”
For more information, visit http://www.flycamuav.com  or http://www.usnuclearcorp.co
—
All opinions expressed are those of the respective author or authors and do not represent the official policy 
or positions of the Naval Postgraduate School, the United States Navy, or any other government entity. 
The inclusion of these links does not represent an endorsement of the organization, service, or product.
Cypher 6 left 
photo, and  Neo 
on the right.
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CRUSER Calendar
• 19-22 Sep Warfare Innovation Workshop
• FY17 CRUSER Call for Proposals - Proposal 
   Acceptance - Coming Soon!
• Next Newsletter Fall 2016
Short articles 
(up to 500 words) for 
CRUSER News are 
always welcome 
submit to:  
cruser@nps.edu
Dear CRUSER members, 
We are currently revamping the CRUSER newsletter and moving to a quarterly 
release schedule.  We are truly interested in your feedback on how to improve 
the newsletter and CRUSER community outreach in general. We have created 
a brief anonymous survey to capture your comments. The survey should take 
less than 3 minutes to complete.  Please follow the link to complete the survey: 
https://survey.nps.edu/617369/lang-en .   You are welcome to provide more 
substantive comments in the survey space provided should your time permit 
or email us directly at CRUSER@nps.edu. THANK YOU
 
- Carl Oros, CRUSER Assoc. Director
LCDR Renato Vio of the Brazilian Navy is testing  an undersea net-
working system using acoustic communications protocols for improv-
ing UUV positioning with gliders in the Monterey Bay. Right: deployed 
glider; Above: Prof. Kevin Smith assists in the Littoral Glider recovery.
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